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As Per Thinking Of Gandhiji And Our Indian Culture “Not Me But You” Based On That GTU Organize One day NSS Awareness and Motivational workshop for Program Officers at L. D. College of Engineering on 8th April, 2015. About 80 Programme officers from different Technical Institute of GTU, participated in this workshop.

Workshop started with Welcome speech by Prof. Udayan Shah (Officer In-Charge, NSS – GTU).
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After the Speech, NSS Workshop started with a keynote lecture by Dr. G. P. Vadodariya (Principal, LDCE, Ahmedabad). He guided us, how we can involve technical skills into social responsibilities by NSS and also gave an overview of GTU NSS activities. He also discussed about Financial & Administrative guidelines as well as Mandatory and Optional NSS Projects.

Further Speeches were given by:

- Capt. Dr. C S Sanghvi (University Programme Coordinator, NSS-GTU) spoke on Organization structure for effective Implementation of NSS Programme GTU level and NSS-GTU Success story.
- Mr. Mahesh Trivedi (Ex Secretary Indian Red Cross Society), spoke on Blood Donation/ Thalassemia / Stem cell Drives.
- Dr Vishwas Amin (Doctor and Social activist at Ahmedabad ), spoke on Bone marrow Transplantation.
- Mr Surajdan Gadhavi (Sahityakar), spoke on Vyaktitva Vikas by NSS
- Dr Kamalkumar kar (Regional Head-NSS Gujarat), spoke on different issues, which has to be faced by NSS Volunteers.
- Mr Tejas Thakar (Principal of Training Inst. (sadara) Gujarat Vidhyapith) spoke on Role of Programme Officers.
- Mr Hiranmay Mahanta (MD, Techpedia), spoke on Innovation and NSS activities.
Workshop completed successfully, along with feedback session at 7:30 pm and Capt. Dr. C S Sanghvi (University Programme Coordinator, NSS-GTU) gave vote of thanks.

Thus, the day concluded with fruitful and energetic sessions.
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